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[ Industrial stapling pliers ]

[ Heftklammern ]
Stapling plier “SIMPLEX A”

Our plier Simplex A is a robust and highly competitive stapler with countless
appilcations. Due to the strong but quite thin staples, also harder materials
can be stapled. The staples are thin enough to use this plier also in laundrys
and in chemical treatment laundrys. A very popular application is the closing
of bags, blister package, cardboards and the fixing of labels. Commercial
works like veneers fixing can be carried out with this plier.
Technical details:
Staples: 53/6 + 53/8
Throat depth: 35 mm
Free gap - base width: 10 mm
Weight: 360 g

Stapling plier “SIMPLEX B”
The stapling plier Simplex B is constructed and designed in the same way as
our plier Simplex B. In contrast to the previous plier, this plier uses flat wire
and staples nr. 73. With flat wire staples, you are able to staple cardboard
boxes, corrugated fiberboard, jiffy bags and similar products.
Technical details:
Staples: 73/6 + 73/8
Throat depth: 35 mm
Free gap - base width: 10 mm
Weight: 360 g

Stapling plier Rapid 31
This stapling plier is also a plier using flat wire staples. This plier is a powerful
plier with finger stop. You can choose between three different anvils which
are easily attached with two screws. A special bag anvil alows you to fasten
bags and string bags easily. Other applications are the fastening of small
boxes, corrugated fiberboard, cardboards, jiffy bags, etc.
Technical details:
Staples: 73/6 + 73/8 + 73/10 + 73/12
Throat depth: 65 mm
Free gap - base width: 14 mm
Weight: 510 g
Option: various anvils

Stapling plier Classic 1 - Stapling plier K1
The plier K1 or Classic 1 is most sold plier worldwide and the florist´s
favourite plier. It is a very popular choice for the most room, shops, store,
home and office stapling purposes. Our stapling plier Classic 1 has a chromed
surface and staples up to 50 sheets. You can use either our staples 24 (most
popular for office purposes) or the staple 26. The throat depth is suitable for
all light packaging work in all areas of the industry and the trade and are also
used for thicker paper in the office. Nickel allergies are excluded by the
chromium-plated surface.
Technical details:
Staples: 24/6 + 24/8
Throat depth: 55 mm
Free gap - base width: 10 mm
Weight: 360 g
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[ Industrial stapling pliers ]

[ Heftklammern ]
Stapling plier K1tx

Our stapling plier K1 textile or K1tx is a handy stapling plier for textiles,
cloths and the labelling of textiles as well as in dry cleaner´s and laundries.
Using the fine-wire staple 43, the K1tx reduced the damage to the fibres to a
minimum. The staple 43 is available off-the-shelf in 6 and 8 mm leg length.

Details:
Staples: 43/6 + 43/8
Throat depth: 55 mm
Free gap - base width: 10 mm
Weight: 360 g

Stapling plier ELJU
Our stapling plier ELJU is a light-weight, extra robust stainless steel stapling
plier. This plier is used mainly in the food industry for meat, cheese and bacon
departments from supermarkets to butchers.
Due to its stainless steel construction, this plier can be cleaned easily and
effectively simple by popping it into the dishwasher. The plier can be used for
stapling, pinning and even nailing in paper, textiles and leather.
Technical details:
Staples: ELJU 5 + ELJU 6 + ELJU 7
Throat depth: 45 mm
Free gap - base width: 10 mm
Weight: 310 g

Stapling plier Clipper 702
This lightweight stapling plier is perfect for laundries, dry cleaners, florists,
check-out counters, factories and offices. Built to Ace's traditional high
stadards of quality, the clipper has all steel construction, chrome finish and 2
5/8" throat depth.
Loads Clipper Undulated Chisel Point or Aluminium Staples.

Technical details
Staple: Clipper 700
Throat depth: 50 mm
Free gap - base width: 10 mm
Weight: 310 g
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[ Stapling plier “Senior” ]

[ Heftklammern ]
Stapling plier Senior A-16

The stapling plier Senior A16, also better known as "carpet plier" easily
fastens the hardest materials like cardboard, light pressboard, carton,
plastic, leather, hard rubber, carpets and is suited therefore for almost any
areas of the industry. In the textile industry and carpet industry our stapling
plier Senior A16 is primarily used for attaching etiquettes. The economic
hand grip makes the Senior A16 even easier to use. For stapling only.

Details:
Staples: SeCo A8, SeCo A10, SeCo A12, SeCo A16
Throat depth: 125 mm
Free gap - base width: 19 mm
Weight: 1.257 g
Options: Throat depth 250 or 350 mm,

Stapling plier Senior A-16/L
Beside the manual version, thie stapling plier is also available as pneumatic
stapling plier for industrial applications. This makes this plier even more
attractive for heavy duty works. The stapling is effected either manually or
with a foot switch.

Details:
Staples: SeCo A8, SeCo A10, SeCo A12, SeCo A16
Throat depth: 125 mm
Free gap - base width: 19 mm
Weight: 1.257 g
Options: Throat depth 250 or 350 mm

Stapling plier Senior B-16
The stapling plier Senior B-16 is identical in construction with the stapling
plier Senior A-16. However, in contrast to its "twin brother", this plier uses
flat wire staples. Therefore, the Senior B-16 is most suitable for cardboard,
corrugated fiberboard, packaging, soft carton and similar materials. The
staples are available in various sizes ranging from 8 mm to 16 mm side length
to fasten materials up to a thickness of 12 mm. For heavy duty applications,
the Senior B16 is also available pneumatically operated (Senior B16/L).
Staples: SeCo B8, SeCo B10, SeCo B12, SeCo
B16
Throat depth: 125 mm
Free gap - base width: 19 mm
Weight: 1.257 g
Option: Throat depth 250 and 350 mm,

Stapling plier Senior B-16/L
Beside the manual version, thie stapling plier is also available as pneumatic
stapling plier for industrial applications. This makes this plier even more
attractive for heavy duty works. The stapling is effected either manually or
with a foot switch.
Details:
Staples: SeCo B/8, SeCo B/10, SeCo B/12, SeCo
B/16
Throat depth: 125 mm
Free gap - base width: 19 mm
Weight: 1.257 g
Option: Throat depth 250 and 350 mm
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[ Stapling plier “Senior” ]

[ Heftklammern ]
Stapling plier 53

The stapling plier 53 is a robust fastener for many applications within
commerce, trade and in the industry. Due to the strong but quite thin staples,
also harder materials like rubber, plastics, blister package, carton and
leather can be fastened. The staples are thin enough to use this plier also in
laundrys and in chemical treatment laundrys. A very popular application is
the closing of bags, cardboards, cartons and the fixing of labels. Commercial
works like veneers fixing can be carried out with this plier. For heavy duty
applications, this plier is also available pneumatically operated.
Details:
Staples: 53/6 + 53/8
Throat depth: 125 mm
Free gap - base width: 19 mm
Weight: 1.057 g
Options: Throat depth 250 or 350 mm

Stapling plier 53/L
Beside the manual version, thie stapling plier is also available as pneumatic
stapling plier for industrial applications. This makes this plier even more
attractive for heavy duty works. The stapling is effected either manually or
with a foot switch.

Details:
Staples: 53/6 + 53/8
Throat depth: 125 mm
Free gap - base width: 19 mm
Weight: 1.057 g
Options: Throat depth 250 or 350 mm

Stapling plier 73
Our stapling pier 73 is a packaging tool using flat wire staples. With flat wire
staples, you can easily fasten soft materials like jiffy bags, boxes, corrugated
fiberboard, cardboard boxes and carton. The thickness of this staple 73
fastens these materials better and therefore prevents the material from
seperating partly from tearing. For heavy duty applications, our stapling plier
73 is also available pneumatically operated.

Details:
Staples: 73/6 + 73/8
Throat depth: 125 mm
Free gap - base width: 19 mm
Weight: 1.257 g
Option: Throat depth 250 and 350 mm

Stapling plier 73/L
Beside the manual version, thie stapling plier is also available as pneumatic
stapling plier for industrial applications. This makes this plier even more
attractive for heavy duty works. The stapling is effected either manually or
with a foot switch.
Details:
Staples: 73/6 + 73/8
Throat depth: 125 mm
Free gap - base width: 19 mm
Weight: 1.257 g
Option: Throat depth 250 and 350 mm
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[ Textile stapling piers ]

[ Heftklammern ]
Stapling plier 33

Our stapling plier 33 is a speical plier for the fastining of textiles, cloth and
fibres. Using fine wire staples, the staple 33 does not destroy the fabric
fibers. For this reason, the plier 33 is also used for fastening labels to textiles
and in dry cleaner´s and laundries.
With this plier, you can fasten your goods with a throat depth up to a
maximum of 125 mm in the standard version. 250 mm and 300 mm are also
possible with surcharge. For heavy duty applications, this plier is also
available pneumatically operated.
Details:
Staples: 33/6 + 33/8
Throat depth: 125 mm
Free gap - base width: 19 mm
Weight: 800 g
Options: Throat depth 250 or 350 mm

Stapling plier 33/L
Beside the manual version, thie stapling plier is also available as pneumatic
stapling plier for industrial applications.
This makes this plier even more attractive for heavy duty works. The stapling
is effected either manually or with a foot switch.
Details:
Staples: 33/6 + 33/8
Throat depth: 125 mm
Free gap - base width: 19 mm
Weight: 800 g
Options: Throat depth 250 or 350 mm
Foot switch
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[ FASCO pneumatic stapler ]

Fastening tools

[ Heftklammern ]
Pneumatic stapling plier Fasco F1B

The stapling plier Fasco F1B is the lightest, most compact and yet strongest plier
tool in the industry. Suitable for various staples and applications. High throat
depth.
Advantages:
- long and narrow nose design
- excellent job visibility
- rubber comfort grip
- non-slip handling and reduction of vibrations and fatigue
- one hand latch - fast reloading and reduced downtime
- reversible bumper: high durability
- rear exhaust with muffler
- bottom loading magazine: protects internal parts
Applications:
- carton packaging

Gravuren versions
und Layouts
Available
Pneumatic stapling plier Fasco F1C-50-16
Pneumatic stapling plier Fasco F1C 80-16
Pneumatic stapling plier Fasco F1C 777-16
Pneumatic stapling plier Fasco F1C 779-16

Staples - Fasteners:
Typ:
50
80
777
779

A
12,70
12,70
12,30
12,50

B
0,55
0,65
0,70
0,70

C
1,25
0,95
2,25
1,25

L
6-16
6-16
6-16
6-16

Technische
Daten:
Technical details:
Height: 280 mm
Length: 380 mm
Width: 80 mm
Weight: 2,10 kg

Throat depth: 180 mm
Air pressure: 5-8 bar
Air consumption: 1.39 l

Stapling plier Fasco F1G bedding plier
These tools´ size make them the lightest, most compact and yet strongest plier
tools in the industry. Suitable for various applications like mattress plastic and
cloth stapling.
Advantages:
- long and narrow nose design
- excellent job visibility
- rubber comfort grip
- non-slip handling and reduction of vibrations and fatigue
- one hand latch - fast reloading and reduced downtime
- reversible bumper: high durability
- rear exhaust with muffler
- bottom loading magazine: protects internal parts

Gravuren versions
und Layouts
Available
Pneumatic stapling plier Fasco F1G-50-16
Pneumatic stapling plier Fasco F1G 80-16
Pneumatic stapling plier Fasco F1G 110-16
Pneumatic stapling plier Fasco F1G 779-16

Staples - Fasteners:
Typ:
50
80
110
779

A
12,70
12,70
13,00
12,50

B
0,55
0,65
0,70
0,70

C
1,25
0,95
1,60
1,25

L
6-16
6-25
12-25
6-16

Technische
Daten:
Technical details:
Height: 327 mm
Length: 380 mm
Width: 75 mm
Weight: 2,22 kg

Throat depth: 30 mm
Air pressure: 4-8 bar
Air consumption: 1.39 l
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[ Office stapling plier ]

[ Heftklammern ]
Stapling plier “Juwel 2000”

Our stapling plier Juwel 2000 is a flat and small office plier with elegance fro
small and space less stapling. It has a strong adjustable anvil for stapling and
pining. The Juwel 2000 plier has a matt nickel-plated design and is ideal for
any office work up to 12 sheets.
The corresponding staple to this plier is our staple Juwel galvanised or also
known as staple 21/4. This staple is available in various qualities like iron
galvanized, German silver and aluminium.
Details:
Staples: Juwel galvanised – staple 21/4
Throat depth: 28 mm
Free gap - base width: 5 mm
Weight: 157 g

Stapling plier Regur 64
Our plier Regur 64 is also a flat stapling plier offering more options than the
plier Juwel 2000. The throat depth is bigger, the plier itself is also longer. A
special mechanism allows you to remove seized staples. This plier is also
used for any office work up to 12 sheets.

Details:
Staples: Juwel galvanised - staple 21/4
Throat depth: 50 mm
Free gap - base width: 12 mm
Weight: 210 g
Capacity: 12 sheets

Stapling plier Classic 1 - Stapling plier K1
The plier K1 or Classic 1 is most sold plier worldwide and the florist´s
favourite plier. It is a very popular choice for the most room, shops, store,
home and office stapling purposes. Our stapling plier Classic 1 has a chromed
surface and staples up to 50 sheets. You can use either our staples 24 (most
popular for office purposes) or the staple 26. The throat depth is suitable for
all light packaging work in all areas of the industry and the trade and are also
used for thicker paper in the office. Nickel allergies are excluded by the
chromium-plated surface.
Details:
Staples: 24/6 + 24/8
Throat depth: 55 mm
Free gap - base width: 10 mm
Weight: 360 g
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[ Eyelets and eyelet pliers ]

[ Heftklammern ]
Eyelet plier EP30

Our eyelet plier EP50 is a plier for the lasting fixing of documents. The pliers is
made of a robust, chromed metal body. Documents up to 30 sheets can be
fixed in one operation.
The throat depth is adjustable between 4 and 12 mm. In contrast to other
eyelet pliers, this plier also includes a hole punch to simplify the use of this
plier. The diameter of the hole punch is 4 mm, corresponding to the eyelets.
Eyelet pliers are also used to strengthen files, foils, textils, leather,
cardboard, labels and various documents.
Our eyelets are available in 3 different sizes:
EP50-1: 3.2 mm - for 2-10 sheets
EP50-2: 4.2 mm - for 11 - 20 sheets
EP50-2/S: 4.2 mm - for 10-20 mm sheets - silver colour
EP50-3: 5.2 mm - for 21-30 sheets
EP50-3: 5.2 mm - for 21-30 sheets - silver colour
Details:
Eyelets: EP50-1, EP50-2, EP50-3
Throat depth: 4-12 mm
Weight: 242 g

Automatic eyeleter BATES
Our automatic eyeletter BATES is a small, easy-to-use table eyeletter with an
automatic eyelet system. With two drills on the bottom of the machine, this
eyeletter can be fixed easily on any table.
The capacity of this machine is 150 eyelets for eyelets with an inner diameter
of 4 mm. 3 different sizes of eyelets are available for this machine.
With our automatic eyeletter BATES, heavy duty works can be done easily
without any effort.

Details:
Eyelets: EP50-1, EP50-2, EP50-3
Throat depth: Adjustable - 50 mm
Weight: 2150 g
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[ Eyeleting machines for banner ]

[ Heftklammern ]
Eyeleting machine HP-2

Our eyeleting machine HP-2 is a robust and reliable eyeleter for eyelets with
10-15 mm diameter. Each press includes one die (10 or 15 mm).
This eyeleter is designed for banner eyeleting. The body is of cast iron and it
is designed for heavy duty applications. However, this press is still portable.
The handle is long, heavy and solid and the leverage is enough to punch
through very thick banner materials. The base is bored so you can mount it to
a table as well.
The eyeleter is hand-operating and self piercing cutting a hole and sets an
eyelet simultaneously. The adjustable stop screw gives you just the right
amount of pressure to close the eyelets properly.
Technical details
Size: 20x10x35 cm
Diameter: 10, 12 or 15 mm

Eyeleting machine HP-3
Our eyeleting machine HP-2 is a robust and reliable eyeleter for eyelets with
10-15 mm diameter. Each press includes one die (10 or 15 mm).
This eyeleter is designed for banner eyeleting. The body is of cast iron and it
is designed for heavy duty applications. However, this press is still portable.
The handle is long, heavy and solid and the leverage is enough to punch
through very thick banner materials. The base is bored so you can mount it to
a table as well.
The eyeleter is hand-operating and self piercing cutting a hole and sets an
eyelet simultaneously. The adjustable stop screw gives you just the right
amount of pressure to close the eyelets properly. Comparable in construction
and design, this eyeleter is able to punch up to 5 mm strong materials.
Technical details:
Size: 27 x 10 x 54 cm
Diameter: 10 or 15 mm
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[ Eyelets ]

[ Heftklammern ]
Ösen - 4 mm Innendurchmesser
Our standard eyelets EP50 have an inner diameter of 4.0 mm and are
suitable for our eyeleters “Bates” and our eyeletting plier “EP-20” and “EP30”.
Our eyelets are available in 3 different sizes:
EP50-1: 3.2 mm - for 2-10 sheets - brass
EP50-2: 4.2 mm - for 11 - 20 sheets - brass
EP50-2/S: 4.2 mm - for 10-20 mm sheets - zinc - silver colour
EP50-3: 5.2 mm - for 21-30 sheets - brass
EP50-3: 5.2 mm - for 21-30 sheets - zinc - silver colour
Eyelets are used to strengthen files, foils, textils, rubber, paper, laminated
sheets, belts, trimmings, leather, cardboard, labels and various documents.

Eyelets for banner, clothes, shoes and textiles
Wheter using an eyelet as a vent, a hole support or a drawcord port, our
eyelets with a compression washer ensure the highest quality attachment
over a wide variety of applications.
From fabric or thick webbing to tents or banners, our eyelets will achieve in
combination with our eyelet presses best results. Two piece eyelets for
providing lacing holes. These come as a washer and grommet, and are the
securest method of fixing eyelets
Our eyelets with suitable washers are available in 10 or 15 mm inner
diameter. Both sizes are available in brass or zinc quality.
Standard applications:
? textiles, fabric, webbing, shoes, belts, bags
? tents, banners
? paper, cardboard
Available sizes:
EP100M - eyelets 10 mm diameter
Sizes: 10x19x6 mm (inner- outer - heigt)
Material: brass
EP100N - eyelets 10 mm diameter
Sizes: 10x19x6 mm (inner- outer - heigt)
Material: nickle plated
EP150M - eyelets 15 mm diameter
Sizes: 15x27x7 mm (inner- outer - heigt)
Material: brass
EP150N - eyelets 15 mm diameter
Sizes: 15x27x7 mm (inner- outer - heigt)
Material: nickle plated
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